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THROUGH A GLASS, DARKLY
by Gen. George S. Patton, Jr.
Through the travail of the ages,
Midst the pomp and toil of war,
Have I fought and strove and perished
Countless times upon this star.
In the form of many people
In all panoplies of time
Have I seen the luring vision
Of the Victory Maid, sublime.
I have battled for fresh mammoth,
I have warred for pastures new,
I have listed to the whispers
When the race trek instinct grew.
I have known the call to battle
In each changeless changing shape
From the high souled voice of conscience
To the beastly lust for rape.
I have sinned and I have suffered,
Played the hero and the knave;
Fought for belly, shame, or country,
And for each have found a grave.
I cannot name my battles
For the visions are not clear,
Yet, I see the twisted faces
And I feel the rending spear.
Perhaps I stabbed our Savior
In His sacred helpless side.
Yet, I've called His name in blessing
When after times I died.
In the dimness of the shadows
Where we hairy heathens warred,
I can taste in thought the lifeblood;
We used teeth before the sword.
While in later clearer vision
I can sense the coppery sweat,
Feel the pikes grow wet and slippery
When our Phalanx, Cyrus met.
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Hear the rattle of the harness
Where the Persian darts bounced clear,
See their chariots wheel in panic
From the Hoplite's levelled spear.
See the goal grow monthly longer,
Reaching for the walls of Tyre.
Hear the crash of tons of granite,
Smell the quenchless eastern fire.
Still more clearly as a Roman,
Can I see the Legion close,
As our third rank moved in forward
And the short sword found our foes.
Once again I feel the anguish
Of that blistering treeless plain
When the Parthian showered death bolts,
And our discipline was in vain.
I remember all the suffering
Of those arrows in my neck.
Yet, I stabbed a grinning savage
As I died upon my back.
Once again I smell the heat sparks
When my Flemish plate gave way
And the lance ripped through my entrails
As on Crecy's field I lay.
In the windless, blinding stillness
Of the glittering tropic sea
I can see the bubbles rising
Where we set the captives free.
Midst the spume of half a tempest
I have heard the bulwarks go
When the crashing, point blank round shot
Sent destruction to our foe.
I have fought with gun and cutlass
On the red and slippery deck
With all Hell aflame within me
And a rope around my neck.
And still later as a General
Have I galloped with Murat

In memory of all the men of the Regiment
Who have passed on to Higher Service.
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When we laughed at death and numbers
Trusting in the Emperor's Star.
Till at last our star faded,
And we shouted to our doom
Where the sunken road of Ohein
Closed us in it's quivering gloom.
So but now with Tanks a'clatter
Have I waddled on the foe
Belching death at twenty paces,
By the star shell's ghastly glow.
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Sunset Call
The Jock Column extends sincere
condolences to the families and friends of
those listed below who have been called
to Higher Service.
Major Lyall Ferguson

So as through a glass, and darkly
The age long strife I see
Where I fought in many guises,
Many names, but always me.
And I see not in my blindness
What the objects were I wrought,
But as God rules o'er our bickerings
It was through His will I fought.
So forever in the future,
Shall I battle as of yore,
Dying to be born a fighter,
But to die again, once more.
The glorious words of one of history's
greatest soldiers surely find echo in our own
thoughts and hearts, but those who have seen
war also remember the terror and the dirt and
the loss of dignity. What makes these words
perhaps more poignant is their contrast of the
glory of war, Horace's Dulce et Decorum est
Pro Patria Mori so ably subverted by the
content of Wilfred Owen's poem of the same
name, with the attendant horror of
industrialised slaughter. As we mark the 80th
anniversary of the advent of the Second World
War, we would do well to reflect upon its
tragedies as well as the bravery, heroism and
glory of those who fought.

A Memorial Service was held at The View
on the 25th October for Major Lyall Ferguson.
Lyall served with both the Transvaal Scottish
and later on in his career with The South
African Irish. The Service was well attended
by members of both regiments, family and
friends.
A moving service was given by Bill Beer,
with brief eulogies given by his partner of 17
years, Henk Oberholzer, Alex McLean, Trevor
Wright, Commander Hewitt Frieslaar, General
Roy Anderson and Lyall's sister-in-law who
praised Lyall on how he retained his strength
and dignity until he passed away.
General Anderson was in a meeting with
the Chief of the Defence Force, General
Shoke, on the Monday following Lyall's death
and in tribute to Lyall a Minutes Silence was
held. On the Tuesday preceding his death, he
received his 40 year service medal from
General Shoke.
The Association was represented by
Trevor and Susan Wright, Trevor and Joy

Bugs Moralee (Editor 1962 – 2002).
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Prince and Ruth Pollitt, Heidi Korf, Stewie
Campbell, John Hopkins, Brian Smith, Eric
Cleaver, Pam Emmet, Trevor Page, Alex
McLean and Melanie Van Der Walt, Diederik
van't Hof and Garth Gray. Pipe Major Craig
Herwill played a moving rendition of Danny
Boy at the start of the Service and later played
the Regimental Marches of the Transvaal
Scottish and the SA Irish with the many SA
Irish Pipe Band members who attended. The
SA Irish Regiment was represented by David
Chambers and various others. Lyall passed
away on Friday the 18th October after losing a
hard-fought battle with cancer. He is survived
by his partner Henk.

Dulce et Decorum Est
By Wilfred Owen
Bent double, like old beggars under
sacks,
Knock-kneed, coughing like hags,
we cursed through sludge,
Till on the haunting flares we turned
our backs,
And towards our distant rest began
to trudge.
Men marched asleep. Many had
lost their boots,
But limped on, blood-shod. All went
lame; all blind;
Drunk with fatigue; deaf even to the
hoots
Of gas-shells dropping softly
behind.
Gas! GAS! Quick, boys!—An
ecstasy of fumbling
Fitting the clumsy helmets just in
time,
But someone still was yelling out
and stumbling
And flound'ring like a man in fire or
lime.—
Dim through the misty panes and
thick green light,
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As under a green sea, I saw him drowning.
In all my dreams before my helpless sight,
He plunges at me, guttering, choking,
drowning.
If in some smothering dreams, you too could
pace
Behind the wagon that we flung him in,
And watch the white eyes writhing in his
face,
His hanging face, like a devil's sick of sin;
If you could hear, at every jolt, the blood
Come gargling from the froth-corrupted
lungs,
Obscene as cancer, bitter as the cud
Of vile, incurable sores on innocent
tongues,—
My friend, you would not tell with such high
zest
To children ardent for some desperate glory,
The old Lie: Dulce et decorum est
Pro patria mori.
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Sidi Rezegh
At this time of year, we also remember the
sacrifices made and the valour of the 3rd
Transvaal Scottish who made up part of the 5th
South African Infantry Brigade.

“The South African sacrifice
resulted in the turning point of
the battle”
The Battle of Sidi
Rezegh was part of
Operation Crusader
during World War 2,
and one in which
there was substantial
South African
sacrifice and bravery.
The battle was
primarily a clash of
armour between
Allied (British and
Commonwealth) and
Axis (German and
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Italian) forces to try to relieve the German
Afrika Korp's siege of Tobruk and took place
around a strategic airfield. A feature in the
battle was the white tomb of Sidi Rezegh
shown here with battle debris around it.
The South Africans fought valiantly in this
battle, but the losses were incredibly high, the
5th South African Infantry Brigade had gone
into this action with a brigade strength of 5,800
and had come out with a strength of under
2,000. The balance had been killed, wounded
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or taken prisoner.
The German General, Rommel, attacked
with the 15th and 21st Panzer Divisions (battle
tank and armoured divisions) and captured
the airfield located there. Fighting was
desperate and gallant. The fighting at Sidi
Rezegh continued through the 22nd November
1941 with the South African Division's 5th
Infantry Brigade by that time engaged to the
south of the airfield. An attempt to recapture it
failed and the Axis counter-offensive began to
gain momentum.
The most memorable action during the
North African campaign of the 3rd Field
Regiment (Transvaal Horse Artillery) was
during the battle of Sidi Rezegh on the
23rdNovember 1941. The South Africans were
surrounded on all sides by German armour
and artillery, subjected to a continuous
barrage.
They tried to take
cover in shallow slit
trenches. In many
places the South African
soldiers could only dig
down to around 9 inches
[23 cm] deep due to the
solid limestone
underneath their
positions.
The Transvaal Horse
Artillery engaged
German tanks from the
15th and 21st Panzer
divisions, the gunners
firing over open sights
as they were overrun.
This continued until
many of the officers
were dead and the gunners had run out of
ammunition. Many of the gun crews were
captured. As darkness fell, those that could
escaped back to Allied lines under cover of
darkness. The artillerymen of the 3rd Field
Regiment managed to save 5 of their 24 guns
from the battlefield. They later recovered a
further 7 guns.
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Although initially a German success, this
battle ultimately proved disastrous for the
German Afrika Korps as they lost 72 of their
tanks to the hard fought resistance of the
Allies and especially the South African forces
and this would ultimately turn the tide of the
North African theatre of operations to the
Allies. This was best summed up after the
battle of Sidi Rezegh by Acting Lieutenant
General Sir Charles Willoughby Moke Norrie
who stated that the South African's “sacrifice
resulted in the turning point of the battle,
giving the Allies the upper hand in North Africa
at that time”.
The image below shows Afrika Korps tanks
and armoured vehicles burning in the assault
by the 15th Panzer Division (8th Panzer
Regiment) in November 1941.

Researched by Peter Dickens. References –
Wikipedia and the Military History Journal Vol 14 No
5 – June 2009 Sidi Rezegh: Reminiscences of the
late Gunner Cyril Herbert Glass, 143458, 3rd Field
Regiment (Transvaal Horse Artillery)
https://samilhistory.com/2016/11/23/sidi-rezeghsouth-african-blood-helps-turn-the-tide-in-northafrica/ accessed 01/11/2019
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Special thanks to Sheryn Nader for the photos.
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parade.
The rest of the day was
spent between the MOTH
Shellhole, Garden of
Remembrance Parade,
the trek up Heartbreak Hill
for the Sunset get together
and finally dinner at the
Shellhole before retiring to
our Lodge for the evening.
All in all, an excellent
weekend enjoyed in good
company with lots of
laughs. Association
members in attendance
were the Chairman, Mr
Trevor Wright and Mrs

BARBERTON
By Maj Séan Culhane

On Friday the 30th August 2019, a
group from the Transvaal Scottish
Association made their annual pilgrimage
to attend the Barberton Weekend and
celebrate the Regiment's having received
the Freedom of the City.
On reaching Barberton, and despite
some wayward directions – via the water
reservoir – from a – to remain unnamed
RSM – we made it into town to purchase
provisions for the weekend's stay.
Being a special year, 2019 marking the
80th Anniversary of the declaration of war
against Germany on the 3rd September 1939,
all attending Associations were requested to
book into the African Rest Lodge outside
Barberton so that everyone could braai
together on the evening of the 30th.
On Saturday the 31st of August, we arose
early, had breakfast, and made our way into
town to find out that the parade had been
delayed by the sudden passing away of the
Officer Commanding Transvaal Scottish
Regiment. When the parade got underway, it
was great to see the RSM in Regimental
Uniform and the troops with Red Hackles on

Susan Wright, the Vice Chair Major Seán
Culhane, Secretary Ms Heidi Korf, the RSM
WOI Deon Schoeman and Mrs Schoeman
and Messrs Geoff Lathy, Mike Else and Frikkie
Korf.
If you're on Facebook, look for the Barberton
Bliss page
(https://www.facebook.com/Barbertonbliss/),
search for more photos of the parade and give
them lots of likes. The page is chock full of all
kinds of interesting information and supports
the Jocks every year!
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In keeping with the tumultuous times, we
decided to try and recreate a street party, and
remembering the rationing that was about to
be enforced, the menu was good oldfashioned bangers and mash, served with
peas and gravy, followed by trifle. Ration
tickets were issued to each attendee as they
arrived –which fortunately was met with good
spirit.
Our Chairman opened the proceedings
with a recording of the then British Prime
Minister Neville Chamberlain's Declaration of
War speech. Grace was said by our new
editor, Geoff Lathy, with a slight twist to the
Celtic grace by Robbie Burns (He assures me
it's genuine! I've reproduced it below for your
consideration)
Selkirk Grace
with apologies

Transvaal Scottish Regimental
Association Annual Lunch
Saturday 7th September 2019.
By Susan Wright

Each year we try and decide on a theme
for an annual luncheon. This year the decision
was quite easy, being the 80th anniversary
since the declaration of World War 2.

Some hae meat and canna eat
And some wad eat that want it:
But we hae meat and we can eat,
And sae the Lord be thankit.
But some hate meat and girn and weep,
Resisting all coercion,
So bless the tatties, bless the neeps
And the vegetarian version.
Then filled wi' fruits o' field and vine
and feelin' fairlie frisky,
the One who water turned to wine,
We'd ask to bless the whiskey

The toast to the Association was
given by young Eric Cleaver and the
toast to the ladies by Vice Chairman
Séan Culhane. The Pipes and Drums
of the Transvaal Scottish entertained
us with a few well-played tunes and
one-man band Steve Wall led us in a
singalong of well-known WW2
favourites.
In 1939, just after War was declared,
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This year's annual lunch was once again
successful with old friendships being renewed
and new friendships being made.
Our thanks go to Ian Hooper, Blessing, and
the team for once again supplying a tasty
lunch.

Grave Clean Up
2nd November 2019
By Susan Wright

over 750,000 domestic animals were
euthanized as rations did not allow for the
feeding of domestic pets, as a tribute we
arranged a collection of dog and cat food. This
was donated to Animal Allies through one of
our supporters, Tracey Joy Christie. Animal
Allies does not run a rescue shelter but is in
the business of educating on the importance
of sterilizing domestic animals. As well as the
large amount of food donated, we received
cash donations of R400 which was donated to
their sterilization fund. The food collected is
distributed according to the needs of the
animals that are sterilised by the organisation.

The morning after some wonderful rain, a
motley crew gathered for the annual tidying up
of the Graves of
the Fallen of the
T r a n s v a a l
S c o t t i s h
Regiment. A
number lost their
lives in the 1922
Rand Rebellion
and others in
WWI. We also
tidied the grave of
C o l o n e l
Dalrymple and
cleaned up
around the Commonwealth Memorial.
Sadly, the cemeteries are not particularly well
looked after by the local Municipalities,
although this year the graves were not as
overgrown with
weeds as previous
years, perhaps
due to the lack of
rain and also Bob
Prince and Lt Col
Jim Findlay
preceding our visit
to apply weed
killer. There is the
age old problem of
rubbish, old
clothing, piles of
burnt disposable
nappies, and
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perhaps most
disturbing is that
areas have been
used as public
toilets, sadly the
area around one of
“our” graves has
b e e n b a d l y
affected.
We would like to
thank the following
c o m m i t t e e
members and
associate members
for assisting us this
year and would
welcome more
participation from others next year:

Mad Jack Churchill
By Phillip Wright

Trevor and Susan Wright; Bob Prince and
Ruth Pollitt; Trevor Cock; Geoff Lathy;
“Korporaaltjie” Heidi Korf and John and Jen
Livock.
Thanks also to Stewie Campbell who once
again tended the graves in Benoni.
This an annual event always held the
Saturday before Remembrance Sunday,
please diarise for next year, it is a humbling
process and volunteers are always welcomed
with open arms.

The man who went to war with his sword,
bow and pipes.
Legend tells of a man who went to battle
in World War II, not with a rifle, but rather his
claymore, his longbow and a set of bagpipes.
Captain John Churchill, better known as Mad
Jack or Fighting Jack, was a man who “had he
not existed, it would have been impossible to
invent him – no fictional hero with his story
would seem credible.”
His fame was born in 1940 on a small hill
in L'Epinette, France where he shot a German
Sergeant through the heart at 27 metres. 18
months later, he led his unit along the coast of
Norway – German territory at the time –
inspiring them with a rendition of The March of
the Cameron Men on his bagpipes. He is also
noted for saying during this march that “Any
officer who goes into battle without a sword is
improperly dressed”, naturally brandishing his
sword as he spoke.
In 1944, German Forces captured Jack on
the Isle of Brac, where he played “Will Ye No
Come Back Again?” on his pipes in the hope
other units would find and aid him. Thinking
him a cousin of the British Prime Minister, the
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Germans imprisoned him in Special Camp A
of the Sachsenhausen concentration camp –
a separate area for prominent POWs.
The joke was on the Nazi's, however – not
only was he not a relative of Prime Minister
Churchill, but Jack and four other British
Officers escaped the camp within days of his
capture.
Captain Churchill's presence alone was a
notable morale boost for British forces, often
leading the charge from the front with his
sword raised high or dropping Germans from
afar with his bow – not to mention his playing
of the bagpipes the rest of the time. Despite
this, the British High Command worried that
his behaviour was unbecoming of an officer.
This is reflected in his retirement rank of
Lieutenant Colonel.
Captain Churchill was a man of many
talents, both on and off the battlefield. He was
awarded the Military Cross and the
Distinguished Service Order for his actions in
the field – and as said in the application for his
DSO, he was absolutely fearless when he
came under attack. He represented Great
Britain at the World Archery Championships in
1939, worked as a newspaper editor in
Nairobi, Kenya and did a short stint as a male
model and had a few short roles as an actor in
films such as The Thief of Bagdad.
After the war, Churchill lived a quiet life, out
of the public eye, until his passing in 1996.
Here are the two tunes that Mad Jack
Churchill was noted for playing:
The March of the Cameron Men

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=j8na
gRnjPOI
Will Ye No Come Back Again?

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=INW
(YWpuUjY

World War Memories
Captain Charles May
My dear wife. I must not allow myself to
dwell on the personal – there is no room for it
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here. Also it is demoralising. But I do not want
to die. Not that I mind for myself. If it be that I
am to go, I am ready. But the thought that I
may never see you or our darling baby again
turns my bowels to water.
My one consolation is the happiness that
has been ours. Also my conscience is clear
that I have always tried to make life a joy for
you. I know that if I go you will not want. That is
something.
But it is the thought that we may be cut off
from each other which is so terrible and that
our babe may grow up without my knowing her
and without her knowing me. It is difficult to
face. And I know your life without me would be
a dull blank.
Yet you must never let it become wholly so,
for you will be left with the greatest challenge
in all the world; the upbringing of our baby.
God bless that child, she is the hope of life to
me.
My darling, au revoir. It may well be that
you will only have to read these lines as ones
of passing interest. On the other hand, they
may well be my last message to you. If they
are, know through all your life that I loved you
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and baby with all my heart and soul, that you
two sweet things were just all the world to me. I
pray God I may do my duty, for I know,
whatever that may entail, you would not have
it otherwise.”
————An absolutely heart-breaking letter written by
Captain Charles May of the 22nd Manchester
Regiment on June 17th, 1916. Just under two
weeks until the start of the Battle of the
Somme.
Charles May and his men went over the top on
the morning of July 1st. After reaching the first
line of German trenches he was struck by an
artillery shell and evacuated to the field
hospital back at friendly lines. He did not
survive his wounds.

First-hand Accounts
“Then the British Army went over the top.
The very moment their artillery fire was
directed against the reserve positions, our
machine-gunners crawled out of the bunkers,
red-eyed and dirty, covered in the blood of
their fallen comrades, and opened up a terrific
fire.”
-Lieutenant Stefan Westmann, German
Army, Battle of the Somme 1916
“I started crawling towards our lines, and I
had never seen so many dead men clumped
together. That was all I could see and I thought
to myself, 'All the world's dead - they're all
dead - they're all dead!' That's all I could think
as I crawled along. Everywhere I passed, to
my left and right, were dead men laying on the
ground.”
- Private Charles Taylor, 13th Battalion,
Yorks and Lancs. British Army, Battle of the
Somme.
“Eventually we reached the German third
reserve line. We were so lamentably few that
there was very little we could do that night, so I
posted the men as well as I could and while we
were heavily shelled we weren't attacked, and
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the next day we were relieved. We'd come
down from 800 men to something under 200 in
that attack, and it seemed to me a dreadful
waste of life. All my best chaps had gone. It
was a terrible massacre.”
- Captain Alfred Irwin, 8th Battalion, East
Surrey Regiment, British Army
“We took over a trench somewhere near
Thiepval. It was very hot weather at the end of
the summer, this trench was full of dead
Germans and they'd been there for some
time. Some were sitting on the steps of these
deep dugouts, which went thirty or forty feet
underground, others were lying on the trench
floor. We'd seen plenty of dead people before,
but we'd never seen anything like this.
They were all different colors, from pallid
grey to green and black. And they were
bloated - that's how a corpse goes in time,
when they get blown up with gasses. We
thought it was funny, really, which shows how
your mind can get inured to such situations.
We started making up the trench and had
to tread on one of these blokes, who was
partly buried. Every time we trod on him his
tongue would come out, which caused great
amusement amongst our people.”
- Corporal Clifford Lane, 1st Battalion,
Hertfordshire Regiment, British Army 1916
https://www.facebook.com/battlesandbeers/
(cont. on page14)

Walking up to a department store's fabric
counter, a pretty girl asked,
"I want to buy this material for a new dress.
How much does it cost?" "Only one kiss per
yard," replied the smirking male clerk.
“That's fine," replied the girl. "I'll take ten
yards." With expectation and anticipation
written all over his face, the clerk hurriedly
measured out and wrapped the cloth, then
held it out teasingly. The girl snapped up the
package and pointed to a little old man
standing beside her.
"Grandpa will pay the bill," she smiled.
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Remembrance Day
10th November2019
By Susan Wright
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On a cool Sunday morning,
approximately forty members of the Transvaal
Scottish Association gathered at St James'
church for our annual Remembrance Day
Church Service. As in years past we received
a very warm welcome from Rev Gavin Lock
and his congregation. Wreaths were laid and
the appropriate respect to our fallen
comrades duly given. After a moving and
thought-provoking service, we moved to The
View for a brief ceremony and re-laid the
wreaths at the Jock Monument.
The Jocks were also well represented at
the annual National Civic Remembrance Day
Service and Parade at the Cenotaph in
Johannesburg and also at the MOTH Shadow
March held on the 11th at the Ditsong National
Museum of Military History.

The wreaths at the
Jock Monument at The View.

Remembrance Day Parade at
the Cenotaph in Johannesburg.
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MOTH Shadow March held on the 11th at the Ditsong National Museum of
Military History
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“Finally, we decided to release the gas. The
weatherman was right. It was a beautiful day,
the sun was shining. Where there was grass, it
was blazing green. We should have been
going on a picnic, not doing what we were
going to do. We sent the (German) infantry
back and opened the (gas) valves with the
strings. About supper time, the gas started
toward the French; everything was stone
quiet. We all wondered what was going to
happen.
As this great cloud of green-grey gas was
forming in front of us, we suddenly heard the
French yelling. In less than a minute they
started with the most rifle and machine gun
fire that I had ever heard. Every field artillery
gun, every machine gun, every rifle that the
French had, must have been firing. I had
never heard such a noise.
The hail of bullets going over our heads
was unbelievable, but it was not stopping the
gas. The wind kept moving the gas towards
the French lines. We heard the cows bawling,
and the horses screaming. The French kept
on shooting. They couldn't possibly see what
they were shooting at. In about 15 minutes the
gunfire started to quit. After a half hour, only
occasional shots. Then everything was quiet
again. In a while, it had cleared and we walked
past the empty gas bottles.
What we saw was total death. Nothing was
alive.
All of the animals had come out of their
holes to die. Dead rabbits, moles, and rats and
mice were everywhere. The smell of the gas
was still in the air. It hung on the few bushes
which were left. When we got to the French
lines the trenches were empty but in a half
mile, the bodies of French soldiers were
everywhere. It was unbelievable. Then we
saw there were some English. You could see
where men had clawed at their faces, and
throats, trying to get a breath. Some had shot
themselves. The horses, still in the stables,
cows, chickens, everything, all were dead.
Everything, even the insects were dead."
The first-hand account of Willie Siebert. A
German soldier during the first gas attack of
the war at Ypres.
https://www.facebook.com/battlesandbeers/
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A Song of the Plane
by Gordon Alchin

This is the song of the Plane The creaking, shrieking plane,
The throbbing, sobbing plane,
And the moaning, groaning wires:The engine - missing again!
One cylinder never fires!
Hey ho! for the Plane!
This is the song of the Man The driving, striving man,
The chosen, frozen man:The pilot, the man-at-the-wheel,
Whose limit is all that he can,
And beyond, if the need is real!
Hey ho! for the Man!
This is the song of the Gun The muttering, stuttering gun,
The maddening, gladdening gun:That chuckles with evil glee
At the last, long dive of the Hun,
With its end in eternity!
Hey ho! for the Gun!
This is the song of the Air The lifting, drifting air,
The eddying, steadying air,
The wine of its limitless space,
May it nerve us at last to dare
Even death with undaunted face!
Hey ho! for the Air.
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Branch Reports
Headquarters, Johannesburg
By Trevor (Porky) Wright
Chairman Transvaal Scottish Regimental
Association

Members and friends meet at The Regimental
Headquarters, The View, Ridge Road (off St
Andrew's Road), Parktown, from 17h30 on
the First Monday of every month, unless it is a
Public Holiday, when the get-together is held
on the following Monday.
The first Monday get together held on the
7th October was one of the best attended in the
past few years with over 30 people attending.
The Chairman welcomed those present with
special reference to Paddy Clarence, who will
spend Summer in South Africa and Summer
in France. It was also great to see our
Chairman of Council Spike Becker, John
Wilkinson and Mike Sheridan. Apologies were
made by Padre Bill Beer, Bernard Mulwitski,
Bev Kennon and Ryan Read.
Brian Smith read from the book of
Remembrance and the Chairman gave
everybody a chance to recall their memories
of those whose names appeared.
The Chairman reminded all there of the
upcoming events and the Booze draw was
won by Louise Harris, with the ladies
behaving impeccably, for a change!

Association Diary - 2019 / 20
· 24 Nov: The View: Sidi Rezegh
· 30 Nov: The View: St Andrews Day and
Reunion from 10h00. Full details at
www.jocks.co.za
· 06 Jan 2020: The View: Red Hackle Day
· 25 Jan 2020: Burn's Nicht
The report would be incomplete without
congratulations to the Springboks for winning
the World Cup in spectacular style. The match
was watched at The View by a motley crew
and one very strange individual. As they say, a
picture is worth a thousand words! What is
that on your shirt, Mr Prince???
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Western Cape
27 October 2019
By Peter Erasmus

The Western Cape Branch has had a busy 3rd
quarter. Our meetings and lunches now show
an average of 11 members per occasion with a
high of 15. The wine raffles have proved to be
very popular with a wide range of wines being
donated. The Atholl Brose raffle is always well
supported.
Left to Right Maj General William Endley,
Jacque van Wyk and Peter Bolton with
Magda.

The photograph above was taken at the September
lunch – 14 members on parade.

The following events and activities took place:
Members of the Association attended the
Military Dinner at Kelvin Grove. The El
Alamein dinner was held at the Kelvin Grove
Club

Peter Bolton, Jacques van Wyk and Gordon
Sharman with partners attended the dinner.

Peter Bolton and Jacque van Wyk representing the Transvaal Scottish Regiment.
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L-R: Phillip Wright, Peter Erasmus, Jacque van
Wyk, Peter Bolton and Gordon Sharman

Peter Bolton laid the wreath on the
Associations behalf and Jacque carried the
Banner.
---o0o---

Kwazulu-Natal
By Mark Wardell

We had an extraordinary turnout for this
meeting. Garth was up from Cape Town and,
as a true Jock, always makes sure that his trip
to KZN coincides with our monthly get
together. The other two guests were Rob
Haynes, a past navy boy and friend of mine
who enjoys sharing our Jocks banter and of
course a few beers. Ken Braidwood, I

mentioned in the September Column, whose
father and uncle were mentioned in the Saga
b e i n g J o c k s d u r i n g t h e 2 n d W W.
Unfortunately, he was billeted to the Pretoria
Highlanders after National Service and, if he
behaves himself, he may qualify to be an
Associate Member.
Our October meeting had Rupert,
George, Ray, Rob and myself in attendance
and we enjoyed, as usual, a good lunch, better
beers, (Rupert is into red wine and sugarless
coke) and our general banter and planning for
our Christmas lunch which will be on the 4th
December in Pietermaritzburg. Anyone who
will be down at the time is welcome to join us.
Just contact me on 0837895062 in order that
we can book accordingly.
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Main entrance to the Castle.
The El Alamein Parade was held at the Cape
Town Castle.
The parade was poorly represented by most
units in the Cape. The Parade had to contend

Parade area within the Castle Precinct.

with the weather and the rugby match
between the Springboks and Wales.
Fortunately, the Jocks had the biggest single
contingent on parade.
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My Three Landmines
By Major Diederik van't Hof

L-R Seated: Rupert Hammond, George Smith,
Garth Garnham, Rob Haynes. Standing: Ken
Braidwood, Ray Lee, Mark Wardell

L-R Standing: Rupert Hammond, George
Smith, Mark Wardell, Ray Lee. Seated:
Wendy Hammond, Lillian Wardell, Anita
Smith, Cilla Smith (not related to George bigamy not practiced in this place!) partner of
the late Roy Coverly.
This was the last pic taken before we
transferred the KZN Jocks Standard to Cape
Town. It was, of course, redone to have the
Western Cape Branch embroidered on it, but
due to KZN numbers reducing to only four, it
was felt that a better use would be appropriate
for the Cape. We still, however, wear our
Jocks badge on our shirts when the four of us
meet and it does draw attention from the
unknowing patrons.

My turn to report came in 1982. Fresh out
of school, into the chaos of the call-up at the
old show-grounds at Milner Park, bundled
onto a troop-train to disembark in
Potchefstroom. Here was now chaos on
“Army Scale”- the rumour was that somehow,
somewhere, a clerk in Army HQ the previous
year managed to route every single infantry
troopie to Potch. The end result was that the
camp was flooded with roofies. To the credit of
the SADF, the backup was initiated, trucks,
trains and everything with wheels brought
tents, kit, beds, and mattresses from all
corners of SA – and we spent three weeks
doing nothing but getting organized.
Eventually some order came out of the
chaos, and selections started happening. I
made the cut to go to Infantry School. This did
however mean that we first had to do basics at
Middelburg. Another train, more screaming
and shouting – and five weeks of basic
training that we would all rather forget.
Oudtshoorn – the University of Infantry. Did
basics, again, in Golf Company. Somewhere
around mid-year we could choose to go to
Delta Company – which I did – Assault
Pioneers – basically a light infantry combat
engineer. Another train to Kroonstad –
University of the Engineer Corps. Some
training in basic engineering, building bridges
with poles, layout of airfields and things, and
then the fun part. Landmines, explosives and
demolitions! We had a huge focus on
landmines - types, detonators, sizes,
chemicals, construction, uses, and a lot of
focus on landmine awareness.
And then off to the border, Flossie to
Grootfontein, Grootfontein to Oshivelo. And
here we finished off our training before being
posted throughout Sector 10. I, along with a
small group and under the command of an
Engineer Lieutenant, got a small camp called
Oshigambo somewhere on “Oom Willie se
Pad”, and our sole purpose there was to
sweep the road each and every morning for
landmines. Every morning at sunrise, there
we were. Three guys with mine detectors on
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the road, the rest as protection element. We
unearthed countless bottle tops, cans, nuts
and bolts off old PB Ford F250's, and probably
off SADF Buffels as well! Endless kilometres
in sweltering heat, but the rush of adrenalin
you get when you heard that buzz in the
headphones was incredible. Anyhow, one of
the days, a member of the stick gives the by
now boring and normal shout –“Sein!”- we go
down into all-round defence – he starts
scratching in the sand – and then we for the
first time hear – “MYN!” Suddenly life became
very real. One of our mates was now face-toface with 6kg of TNT. So he starts scratching
around the sides – we lie very flat in the grass.
Eventually he manages to get a side of
the mine exposed enough that we can get a
grappling hook on it – that was the technique –
pull the mine to check that there were no
booby traps or anti-lifting devices underneath
it. Lifting a mine out of the ground is for the
movies! I seem to remember that the safety
distance was somewhere around 150 or
200m. It was an awful long rope tied to the
hook. Anyhow – hook gets placed – we retreat
with the guy very gingerly unrolling the rope –
and we literally get to the end of the line.
“Rope-pull-guy” takes off all his kit – takes up
the tension on the rope – we all lie very flat –
and he does the fall-back technique to pull the
mine. It is a very special way of
pulling a mine – if you do it wrong and
the mine explodes – it blasts the hook
into the heavens and the rope will
take your arms and hands with it!
Our mate falls back and there is
an almighty blast! Dust, noise,
smoke, rocks flying – the works.
When the dust cleared, we see our
mine lying on the road – upside
down. And a big blast-crater in the
middle of the road. What the heck! It
transpires that the mine was
connected to a secondary device.
The technique of mine laying
was such that a wheel would trigger
the first mine – and second mine
would be placed to go off directly
under the middle of the vehicle. The
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vehicles the SADF had developed were so
good – that it needed two or three mines to do
damage! When our ears had stopped ringing,
and we had wiped the dust out of our eyes –
we of course went to go take a look at our
prize. There it was – our first (or second –
depends on how you look at it!) real mine. A
box – imagine a shoebox. A box-bottom, a box
lid – the lid held in place by some pins. Two
detonators sticking out of the lid. It was an
unusual find – normally the mines found were
what we called “Cheese-mines”
manufactured in Russia - somehow this thing
had made it all the way to the border from
Czechoslovakia. Much excitement as we
looked at it. Our Lieutenant of Engineers took
charge. He put it right-side up. He looked at it,
he touched it, it even seemed like he stroked
it! This was after all why we were there! He
slowly feels the detonators – now these were
designed to only activate at a pressure of over
200kg – so pretty safe to touch them. And he
starts to unscrew one of them. He is “making
safe”. Now I cannot remember if it was one of
us who spoke – or a little voice in his head that
spoke to him – but he stopped. He turned his
attention to the lid – and somehow managed
to loosen it. Very carefully he lifted the lid – and
we then saw a small, thin, little wire from the
detonator to another little device placed in
some extra TNT – the mine had been boosted
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– the damn thing had been booby-trapped!
The lid got replaced very carefully – we all
sat down to get our breath. We were literally
1cm away from being blown to smithereens.
Fast forward three or four years: I get posted
to The Jocks – 2nd Bn. At that point at
university, so became part of the “Training
Team”. It just so happened that the Jocks
always got Christmas camps – so I helped
train the Bn at deployment and would then go
back to university. Col Alexander, and then
Maj Becker, discovered my propensity for
things that went bang – and had me do
landmine awareness and training for the Bn.
Great fun – those were the days of lots of
access to ammo and pyrotechnics – so I got
what I asked for – Thunder flashes, Vulcanheads, Smoke-grenades, Flares, some
sneaky triggers and switches. Prepared a
lecture and made a jungle-lane full of boobytraps. All the platoons went through the lecture
and course – and then the OC sent me the
leader-group as well. Great fun – a 2nd Lt was
allowed to actually blow up a few Captains
and Majors! That is also where I got the
nickname of “Dirty Tricks”! The lessons went
well, and some valuable lessons were learned
by all.
Fast forward another two years: I am now
A-Coy commander based at Vhembe for a
three-month camp. At some point we are
called into Messina for an urgent briefing.
Intelligence had come in that a small group of
naughty people bent on mischief are headed
our way. And the spoor is indicating that
they are coming through the A-Coy area
of responsibility. I get back to base – call
in the Pl Cmdrs – and we withdraw all
the sticks / sections to base –was quite a
mission because we had very few
vehicles. We even used a water-bowser
to move troops – in the hatch and a ride
in the tank! I then re-deployed the
troops, concentrating on the area most
likely that the “naughty ones” were going
to infiltrate.
Nothing happened for two days.
Suddenly the radio net goes busy. A
farmhouse in B-Coy area gets “revved”.
We can do nothing – just get ready to
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help if necessary. Noise and chatter fades,
reports start filtering through. The “naughty
ones” were originally headed to A-Coy area –
but the tracks showed they turned around –
and then headed East. My troop
concentration had worked – they chose
another area to infiltrate. B-Coy did respond
very quickly – a reaction force raced to the
farmhouse – and I like to think that my training
a few years previously had a result that night –
the Buffel they travelled in missed a boosted
mine on the farm road by a few centimetres –

because one of my lessons was not to drive or
walk in a defined track! The driver by instinct,
or training, or gut feel – drove on the grass
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Piper's Circle
By David Harris

I had a rather ludicrous exchange with the
editor on Facebook some weeks ago (as if
there is another kind) where my upcoming
Australian trip led to the following series of
comments:
Geoff Lathy
Article for Jock Column needed end November
please…
David Harris
-yeah, yeah. Maybe it'll have some foreign news
in it.
Geoff Lathy
Good man. You can do a piece on Roo's playing
the pipes!
David Harris
- it's been done.
Geoff Lathy
Who knew?
David Harris
The roo knew.

This all goes to prove my contention that,
if you can think of it, it's on the internet.
Lancaster JB 607* “L for Leader” was a
bomber of 460 Squadron carrying a mixed
Australian and Scottish crew, which inspired
the unusual nose art. She was lost over
Holland on 29 December 1943 together with
six of her crew; the seventh, F/Sgt Frank
Seery, was interned at Stalag IVd for the
remainder of the war.
PA474, the Battle of Britain Memorial
Flight aircraft and the last remaining flying
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Lancaster in Britain, was repainted in 2016.
The left side of the aircraft carried the nose art
of L for Leader.
*There is some disagreement about the actual
aircraft, which is also said to have been W5005 ARL. If this is the case, L for Leader ditched without loss
of life on its 94th mission, whereas JB 607 AR-N was
lost on its 31st mission.

Band activities have wound down
following the end of the contest season and
the heavy schedule of commemorative
parades in November is around the corner. I
hope I'll be able to give some comment on the
observances in Melbourne on Armistice Day.
Needless to say I'm looking forward to being a
passive spectator.
The month of October has seen the loss
of a number of bandsmen locally and abroad.
Ronnie Carrington, formerly SAIR and
Witwatersrand Rifles, John Paton of
Kimberley Regiment and Bob Cameron of
Pietermaritzburg Caledonian, as well as Maj.
Lyall Ferguson, who had served with both the
Transvaal Scottish and South African Irish
Regiments and was a firm supporter of military
piping, passed away this month – I am sure a
more fitting tribute will appear in this edition of
the Jock Column. They will all be sadly
missed.
Robert Turner died on October 22 in
New Zealand. During his career, he was
leading drummer of Muirhead & Sons during
its run of five World Championships and every
major tournament in the UK. Sandy MacPhee,
one of the most significant influences on pipe
bands in North America, died in the USA on 24
October.
Finally, a true legend, R T Shepherd,
died in Scotland on 25 October. Bob's tenure
with Dysart and Dundonald was extraordinary.
As a teacher at Ballingry School and Pipe
Major of D & D he reinvented the feeder band
concept and took Dysart and Dundonald to
the pinnacle of Grade 1 within 11 years (twice
crowned world champions), much as Stuart
Liddell has done with Inveraray and District.
He was a true innovator, often simplifying
music in order to achieve better unison from
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the pipe corps and working more closely with
the drum corps in order to improve the
ensemble. Ultimately he was the innovator
who gave rise to the modern pipe band sound
and the complex construction of modern
ensemble piping. Not content with mere
accuracy of execution, he produced the first
world championship-winning plastic chanters,
pioneered synthetic drone reeds and was the
first mass producer of almost entirely
machined chanter reeds. The combination of
Shepherd chanters and reeds dominated all
grades for over 20 years, with Field Marshal
Montgomery and Shotts and Dykehead the
most successful users. His adjudication was
controversial and he was sometimes seen to
be playing favourites, but most agree in
hindsight that he was merely forthright.
Players of 'a certain generation' will all have
played one or all of Bob's products and feel
sadness at his passing.
Not all has been doom and gloom. The
George Ackroyd Challenge in September saw
Joshua Hogg (Benoni MacTalla) sweep the
boards (and October saw him become a
married man. Congratulations to Josh and
Tarryn!). Dylan Chadwick (Transvaal Scottish)
won the South African Solo Drumming
Championships, also in September (yay
Jocks!). Finally, Greg Hurly (Knysna and
Districts and a former Jock) was elected
President of the Pipe Bands Association of
South Africa. We wish him well during his
tenure.
By the time this is published, the festive
season and 2020 will be around the corner. I
wish you all well into the New Year.
Remember, if it's piping related and you find it
interesting, other readers will too. Please let
me know if there's anything to share.

The Digital Age
Christmas is around the corner and in the
spirit of the season of giving, thank you to all
who have sent me contributions. I appreciate
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each and every one, and you shall see them in
future editions. The Column does not have
enough pages to accommodate all the
interesting material I have been sent.
Many thanks to all who have given me
such positive feedback on the first digital
edition of the Jock Column. Please let me
know if there is anything you might particularly
like to read about, and I shall try to dig
something up.
Please also keep in mind that the shift to
digital was done as we cannot afford to cover
the printing costs of the quarterly Column. I
shall only be sending printed editions to those
who have no access to the internet, and I shall
not email a copy to individuals! If you have
email, you have internet access, please
register on www.jocks.co.za and download
your digital issue!
With Remembrance Day in mind I have
tried to add some new and interesting material
to this edition. I realise some of it is sombre
reading and perhaps not something we might
like to read over the festive season, but I feel it
is important to remember the realities of war
and in particular that of the two World Wars
that shaped the last century.
As the Wars fade from memory and
events are seen “through a glass, darkly”,
both historiographers and revisionists
contributing to the overload of information and
misinformation, the individual voices that
recorded their stories become an ever more
valuable resource in shedding light on their
shared experiences. These stories are
important as they help us to avoid jingoism
and allow us an insight into the real reasons
soldiers go to war. Most importantly, they
remind us why we attend memorial services
and highlight the importance of memory and
the sombre duty that we have in remembering
the Fallen.

Have a Wonderful and
Blessed Christmas
and a Prosperous New Year.
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Membership Fees
Scale of Fees - 2019
Transvaal Scottish Veterans (1939-45): R 60.00
Ordinary TS members (Post 1945): R 240.00
Associate members:
R 240.00
Overseas membership:
R 360.00
Life membership:
20 x annual Ordinary
The Association's bank details are:
Transvaal Scottish Regimental Association
Bank:
First National Bank Ltd
Branch:
Northcliff
Branch Code: 253 705
Account No.: 596 365 411 36
SWIFT code for foreign payments:
FIRNZAJJ
Members depositing their fees directly into
the account must ensure the reference /
recipient section on the deposit slip / EFT
reflects their name or account number, and a
copy emailed to John Hopkins to ensure the
correct allocation of their payment at
johnbl.hopkins@gmail.com

The Jock Column
Articles should be sent, preferably by email,
to the editor at jock.column@jocks.co.za or
posted to the Association's postal address
(refer inside front cover). Photographs will be
returned to the sender where requested.
The Jock Column is distributed every quarter
– March, June, September and December.

The Jock Column
- Advertising Rates 2019
Per issue
Full page b/w
R 300.00
Half page b/w
R 150.00
Quarter page b/w
R 75.00
Inside back cover b/w
R 350.00
Outside back cover – Full colour on
application
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The View
Situated off St Andrew's Road, just up from
the Sunnyside Park Hotel, stands the majestic
home of the Regimental family of the
Transvaal Scottish.
Originally built for Sir Thomas Cullinan, the
house boasts a wonderful collection of
Regimental memorabilia; offers pub lunches
during the week and is available for formal
lunches and dinner parties.
Contact Ian Hooper (072-321-4686) to book
for your event.

WANTED
ENVELOPES / MAIL ITEMS
WITH MILITARY DATE STAMPS
TO AND FROM
SOUTH AFRICAN SOLDIERS
WW1 AND 11, Coronation, Korea,
SWA, border and any
other military exercise.
ALSO MILITARY DOCUMENTS
AND
MEMORABILIA AND BOOKS

CONTACT JIM FINDLAY
TEL: (011) 486-2254
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